Gelatine Tannate for the Treatment of Acute Diarrhoea in Adults
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Abstract

Gelatine tannate has been recently licensed as a medical device for the treatment of acute diarrhoea. Gelatine tannate is thought to act locally on the gut wall by forming a protective protein-based film and allowing the precipitation of pro-inflammatory mucoproteins from the intestinal mucus responsible for local inflammation, and subsequently eliminated through the faeces. In order to assess safety and efficacy of gelatine tannate, one randomised, parallel, double-blinded and placebo-controlled study was conducted by general practitioners in 40 adult patients diagnosed with acute diarrhoea (test formulation: capsules containing 500 mg of gelatine tannate).

Safety was evaluated by monitoring adverse events (frequency, intensity and relation of adverse events to the administered treatments), laboratory parameters and vital signs between the pre- and post-study visits (primary study endpoints). Efficacy was evaluated in terms of mean decrease of both the daily frequency of watery stools (Stool Decrease Index, SDI) and the severity of the abdominal pain assessed using a 100-mm visual analogue scale (Pain Decrease Index, PDI). Statistical analyses were performed according to the principles of intention-to-treat and per-protocol.

Gelatine tannate showed a good safety profile. No adverse events were reported in either active treatment or placebo arms. Gelatine tannate was significantly more effective than placebo (p < 0.01). In fact, adult patients treated with gelatine tannate had significantly less watery stools and less abdominal pain compared to patients treated with placebo. Gelatine tannate is an effective and safe treatment for acute diarrhoea in adults. The introduction of a viable treatment option based on a mechanical action could be an alternative to existing drugs for the treatment of acute diarrhoea. In fact, gelatine tannate is not absorbed systemically and acts locally to produce its effects on the gut wall, and thus may provide greater safety and tolerability compared to existing drug therapies.
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Introduction

Diarrhoea is the passing of increased amounts of loose or watery stools. Normal stools are usually solid because the small intestine and colon are highly efficient in absorbing nutrients, fluid and salts from the liquid, upper gut contents [1]. Diarrhoea occurs when these processes are impaired [2,3] typically due to increased intestinal secretion of fluid and electrolytes, predominantly in the small intestine; and decreased absorption of fluid, electrolytes, and more rarely of nutrients that can involve the small and large intestines. It can be acute (short-term) or chronic (long-term) if symptoms persist more than three weeks. Most people are affected by diarrhoea at some point in their lives. It is often accompanied by abdominal pain, nausea and vomiting.

Gelatine tannate (“Tasectan”) has recently been approved in Europe as a medical device to control and reduce the symptoms associated with diarrhoea in infants, children and adults. Gelatine tannate is stable in the acid environment of the stomach, decomposing into tannic acid and gelatine once in the alkaline medium of the intestines. The binding of tannic acid with albuminoidal and mucilaginous substances from the intestinal content neutralises many inflammatory molecules being produced and released by the gastrointestinal walls, thereby protecting the digestive organs from injurious attack. All tannins act as astringents that shrink tissues and contract structural proteins in the skin and mucosa, actions which contribute to their antidiarrhoeal effect. Tannins are also attributed antibacterial and antioxidant properties. On the other hand, the gelatine in the compound is thought to provide mechanical protection to the inflamed gut walls by forming a biofilm that lines the gut walls, protecting it against the acids and alkaloids resulting from bacterial fermentation or putrefaction during gastrointestinal transit.

In vitro biological activities, such as inhibition of bacterial toxins, have been also assigned to tannins [3,4]. It has been shown that tannins are capable of inhibiting Vibrio cholerae toxins; they reduce intracellular cAMP formation capacity by inhibiting ADP ribosylation, which in turn decreases the intestinal secretion of chloride and water [5]. The cholera toxin (CT) is an oligomeric protein formed by a single A unit and five B subunits. It becomes biologically active once the B unit binds to receptors (ganglioside GM) on the apical membrane of the enterocyte, inducing a cascade of changes in the CT molecule culminating with the subunit A being inserted in the cell. This is followed by activation of adenylyl cyclase and subsequent prostaglandin activation, resulting in the accumulation of sodium and water within the intestine [4]. Tannins are also capable of inhibiting the ADP-ribo- transferase activity, [3] probably by forming macromolecular aggregates with the CT, preventing it from binding to the GM receptors of the apical portion of the enterocyte and thus inhibiting cAMP synthesis [4]. Tannins seem to also have antiviral effects, with at least two studies showing tannin to be inhibitory to viral reverse transcriptase [6,7].

Tannic acids have undesirable gastrointestinal effects; indeed, they are known to induce digestive symptoms such as nausea and vomiting.
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whilst inhibiting the absorption of iron and other metals. The use of tannic complexes such as albumin tannate and gelatine tannate, which are hydrolysed to albumin or gelatine, respectively, and tannic acid in the intestine, prevents the aforementioned adverse effects affecting the gastric mucosa or the metal chelating effects of tannic acid. There are very few studies on the effect of tannins on intestinal motility, but those that exist appear to confirm the absence of an inhibiting effect [8].

Natural polyphenols are abundant micronutrients in our diet and products rich in vegetable tannins, like herbal medications, have long been used to treat diarrhoea; [9,10] whilst there is plenty of evidence to support the anti-diarrhoeal effect of medicinal plants found to be rich in tannins, there is little clinical evidence available so far to support its efficacy and safety in human patients [11-14].

The introduction of a viable treatment option based on a mechanical action could be an alternative to existing drugs for the treatment of acute diarrhoea. In fact, gelatine tannate is not absorbed systemically and acts locally to produce its effects on the gut wall, and thus may provide greater safety and tolerability compared to existing drug therapies. The aim of the present placebo-controlled study was to further assess both efficacy and safety of a new formulation (capsules containing 500 mg of gelatine tannate) in comparison with placebo in adults with acute diarrhoea.

Materials and methods

Patients

Forty adults of both sexes were enrolled in the study. To be eligible, patients had to have been diagnosed with acute diarrhoea caused by intestinal infection (at least three watery stools in the 24 hours prior to inclusion into the study; n0 ≥ 3 and basal abdominal pain of at least 20 mm evaluated through a 100-mm visual analogue scale).

Patients were excluded if they had either known hypersensitivity or allergy to any of the active ingredients or excipients in the medical device, or concomitantly treated with other anti-diarrhoeal at the time of inclusion in the study.

Study design

The study was a randomised, placebo-controlled, parallel-group clinical trial carried out in Italy by general practitioners experienced in clinical trials. The ethics committee for Biomedical Research of the University “G. D’Annunzio” in Chieti, Italy, approved the clinical study protocol and the related material. The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and the European guideline for Good Clinical Practice Guideline [15,16]. All patients gave written informed consent before their participation in the trial.

Screening procedures included: assessment of inclusion/exclusion criteria and collection of demographic characteristics, medical history, physical examination, past and current medication and assessment of vital signs such as blood pressure and pulse rate. In addition, urine screening for drugs of abuse and routine haematology, biochemistry, and urinalysis tests were conducted. Following the baseline evaluation (study day 0), participants were randomly assigned to receive either the active substance or the placebo. The randomisation scheme was created in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and the European guideline for Good Clinical Practice Guideline [15,16]. All patients gave written informed consent before their participation in the trial.

Safety and efficacy assessment

The primary outcome was safety assessment and included the recording of adverse effects (AEs), spontaneously reported and monitored by a co-investigator(s) either during each visit or via a telephone questionnaire, and monitoring of laboratory parameters before and after the assigned treatment. AEs were analysed with regard to the number, severity, intensity, causal relation with treatment, and outcome (corrective treatment, premature study withdrawal). Serious AEs were defined as any untoward occurrence that resulted in death or was life-threatening, or required inpatient hospitalisation, or resulted in persistent or significant disability.

The secondary outcome was efficacy measured as the decrease (％) of both: the daily number of watery stools as defined by a Stool Decrease Index (SDI) calculated as follows: $SDI_1 = \frac{(n_0 - n_1)}{n_0} \times 100$, $SDI_2 = \frac{(n_0 - n_1)}{n_1} \times 100$ where $n_0$, $n_1$, and $n_2$ indicate the number of watery stools on study day 0, study day 1 and study day 2, respectively; and the severity of the abdominal pain evaluated on a 100 mm VAS (defined by a Pain Decrease Index (PDI) calculated as follows: $PDI_1 = (VAS_0 - VAS_1) / VAS_0 \times 100$, $PDI_2 = (VAS_0 - VAS_2) / VAS_0 \times 100$ where $VAS_0$, $VAS_1$, and $VAS_2$ indicate the severity of abdominal pain on study day 0, study day 1 and study day 2, respectively [12]. The VAS is a self-administered tool widely used to measure pain by asking the patient to indicate his/her perceived pain intensity (most commonly) along a 100 mm horizontal line; the rating is converted to a score by measuring the distance of the mark from the left edge [17-19].

Safety and efficacy variables

The criteria for safety comprised the difference between the frequency of AEs occurrence in the two study arms, measurement of vital signs (blood pressure and pulse rate) and routine clinical laboratory tests (biochemistry, haematology, urinalysis) between the pre- and post-study visits.

The criterion for efficacy evaluation was the responder rate to treatment. A responder is defined as a patient that exhibits an SDI, and a PDI, of at least of 30%. The primary efficacy analysis performed was the assessment of the difference in responder rate between two study arms.

Statistical analysis

A sample size of 20 patients for each of the study arms (active treatment and placebo groups) achieved 88% power at a 5% significance level using a two-sided equivalence test of proportions when both proportions in the active treatment and placebo group tested for equivalence is 1%; the maximum allowable difference between these proportions that still results in equivalence (the range of equivalence) is 20%. Therefore, the total sample size required was 40 adult patients.

Descriptive analyses including means, standard deviation (SD),
maximum and minimum values were performed. The difference between frequencies of occurrence of AEs was assessed by constructing a 95% confidence interval around the difference between their mean frequencies in the two studied groups. Any difference in intensity and relation with treatments administered was assessed using a chi-square test. The presence (or lack) of any significant difference between the values of vital signs and routine clinical laboratory tests in pre and post-study visits was assessed using the paired-samples Student's t-test.

The efficacy of the active treatment was assessed through SDI and SPI. The difference in the responder rate between the two study groups was assessed using a chi-square test. Parametric and non-parametric tests were used to further describe the presence (or lack) of significant differences. The analysis was conducted on the intent-to-treat (ITT) population (i.e., including all randomised patients with at least one assessment of efficacy on study day 0 after randomisation). The last observation carried forward (LOCF) approach was used for patients who did not complete the study according to the protocol. A secondary analysis was planned on the per protocol (PP) population, which comprised patients who fulfilled the protocol requirements with no major deviation at inclusion or during follow-up [20-22]. The statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 13.0 for Windows.

Result

Study population

Forty (40) patients were included for participation in the study. The available ITT population comprised 40 patients with a mean age of 43 years (SD = 13). A total of 20 patients were randomised to receive the active treatment with capsules containing 500 mg of gelatine tannate (Group A), while the remaining 20 were administered placebo (Group B).

It was not necessary to exclude any patients because major deviations did not occur nor was there any dropout. Therefore, the ITT population and the PP population were the same (Figure 1).

Adherence to treatment was considered very good as 100% of the patients were compliant at the end of both scheduled treatments.

Evaluation of safety

Gelatine tannate proved to be a very safe treatment since no adverse events were reported in either active treatment or placebo arms. Measurement of vital signs (blood pressure and pulse rate) and results for routine clinical laboratory tests (biochemistry, haematology and urinalysis) between pre- and post-study visits did not differ clinically either.

Evaluation of efficacy

The secondary outcome measures to determine efficacy included
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both the decrease of the daily number \((n)\) of watery stools (Figure 2a) and the decrease in abdominal pain as measured using the VAS-score (Figure 2b) between the baseline \((n_0, VAS_0)\) and the final \((n_2, VAS_2)\) visits, calculated in the ITT/PP population (Figure 2). The differences between study arms were statistically significant \((p < 0.01)\) on study day 2: gelatine tannate showed a greater reduction than placebo in both the frequency of watery stools and the severity of abdominal pain (Figure 2).

Negative values for both SDI and PDI (relative to patients that exhibited an increase of \(n\) and VAS value between the baseline and the final visits) were not been considered in the analysis, the reason being negative percentages generate biases (for frequency of watery stools: on day 1, three patients exhibited an increase in each one of the two study arms; on day 2, only one patient exhibited an increase in the placebo group; for VAS scores: on day 1, one patient exhibited an increase in the gelatine tannate group while four patients exhibited an increase in the placebo group; two patients exhibited an increase on day 2 in the placebo group only). Even considering the negative values of SDI and PDI, the differences between the study arms remained statistically significant. It is noteworthy that, on day 2, only the placebo group exhibited an increase in frequency of watery stools and severity of abdominal pain compared to the baseline.

Gelatine tannate showed a responder rate on day 2 of 85% (17 out of 20 patients), while the placebo had a responder rate of 25% (5 out of 20 patients); the difference was statistically significant \((p < 0.001)\) (Figure 3).

**Discussion**

The aim of the present placebo-controlled study was to assess both efficacy and safety of a new formulation (capsules containing 500 mg of gelatine tannate) in comparison with placebo in adults with acute diarrhoea. We consider the relevance that a compound containing polyphenols and tannins which has an effect on reducing the inflammatory status of the intestinal epithelium to have been extensively exhausted. Previous studies *in vitro* have shown that polyphenols and polyphenol-derived compounds or alkaloids may act on the biochemical mediators that activate vasodilation and production of exudate in the intercellular compartments of the intestines [4,5].
This could be due to a decrease of the transcriptional activation of target genes, adhesion molecules and chemokines that determine the activation of inflammatory pathways in the intestinal mucosa. However, well-conducted studies are needed to delineate such molecular events.

Gelatine tannate is a mixture of tannic acid and gelatine with anti diarrhoeal effect. The mechanism of action for gelatine tannate is not completely clear but is thought to act locally on the gut wall by forming a protective protein-based film and allowing the precipitation of pro-inflamatory mucoproteins from the intestinal mucus responsible for local inflammation, and subsequently eliminated through the faeces. Gelatine tannate is also attributed antibacterial and antioxidative properties, which could represent an advantage to the conventional use of antibiotics for the empirical treatment of diarrhoea as these have been reported as contributing to the development of resistance and dysbacteriosis [23]. Furthermore, unlike other antidiarrhoeal agents such as loperamide, gelatine tannate has no effects on the central nervous system, therefore can be considered as safe to use in children, particularly those under 2 years of age [24]; also, no undesirable effects such as reactive constipation have been reported. No gelatine tannate-related adverse effects were recorded during the present study either, and the product was well tolerated.

The results presented here indicate that gelatine tannate is safe and effective for the treatment of acute diarrhoea in adults. Gelatine tannate proved more effective than placebo in reducing the daily number of watery stools and relieving abdominal pain caused by acute diarrhoea. The difference observed between the percentages of responders in the gelatine tannate vs. placebo groups was statistically significant (responder rate of 85% and 25%, respectively; p < 0.001). Both efficacy and safety/tolerability shown for gelatine tannate were consistent with previous observations [12,13]. Moreover, the data presented here validates the study design as it demonstrates that the selected clinical outcome measures were sufficiently sensitive to detect the observed difference between the active treatment and placebo arms as statistically significant.

The authors therefore concluded that the studied medical device (capsule containing 500 mg of gelatine tannate, batch number: NOV 07-08) provides an effective alternative to currently marketed (capsule containing 500 mg of gelatine tannate, batch number: NOV 07-08) provides an effective alternative to currently marketed antidiarrheals with the advantage of a favourable safety profile.
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